Saving a bundle on banks’ data costs

Setting up utilities to manage client data
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Large banks around the world each spend as much as US$88 million a year collecting and storing data from corporate clients’ — information they are obliged to gather in order to comply with anti-money laundering (AML) regulations. Yet this activity brings no competitive advantage.

Most corporate banking clients are small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) working with between one and five banks. In Germany, for example, SMEs account for almost all corporate banking relationships. These companies must regularly share the same information, which is often publicly available, with each bank they work with, but in various formats. The largest companies account for a very small proportion of the overall market, but typically work with between 30 and 50 banks and have to provide the same regulatory data to all of them.

AML and “know your customer” (KYC) regulation is expanding, and compliance with these laws is being more closely monitored by companies around the world. Meeting these regulatory obligations adds cost at a time when banks are continuing to struggle to improve profits in an environment of low interest rates. Banks that share compliance data would reduce their financial burden in the same way they already do when they use specialized shared services such as Visa’s payments service and credit ratings from agencies such as Moody’s. There is no benefit to multiple banks doing the same thing in slightly different ways.

We believe banks could greatly reduce the cost — and time — involved in collecting, storing, and reviewing regulatory client data by creating a shared data utility. Using our assessment of the German corporate banking market, we estimate that:

• Sharing client data management could cut banks’ compliance costs by more than half, helping banks break out of a vicious circle of ever-increasing regulatory costs.

• Using a data utility could reduce the cost of maintaining and reviewing client data by as much as 65 percent and the cost of on-boarding clients by around 50 percent.

• Banks could significantly reduce employee hours spent reviewing regulatory client data. If five banks each have had 100 people manually reviewing records, a data utility among them may need only 150 people, not 500.

• Some 80 percent of banks’ regulatory client data costs come from maintaining the data, with the addition of new client data accounting for the remainder.

1 Annual spend per financial institution in Australia, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Singapore, South Africa, the U.K., and the U.S., covering on-boarding of new clients and reviewing and carrying out of due diligence on existing clients, based on a survey of more than 1,000 decision makers by Refinitiv in 2017.
Anti-money laundering and ‘know your customer’ regulation is expanding, and compliance with these laws is being more closely monitored by companies around the world."

Banking regulators are generally supportive of the use of data utilities for this purpose, and these entities are already up and running in the U.S. and South Africa. Banks in some other countries, including Singapore and Germany, are developing their own models.

We believe there is an opportunity for banks to reduce their compliance costs even further in the longer term by connecting regional and national data utilities. These utilities would then act as clearinghouses for data, i.e., clearing and conducting the exchange of required regulatory data among banks in different jurisdictions.
Working better together

Regulatory client data — such as the names of board members or ultimate beneficial owners — is information that’s commoditized and widely available. Even for banks that collect and store this data in the most efficient way possible, the ability to show that a client is not involved in laundering money or funding terrorism does not provide an edge over rivals. So it makes sense for banks to collaborate on these tasks or for them to be outsourced to a service provider.

A data utility would also provide a better experience for banks’ corporate clients. Companies would not have to fill in different forms for different banks, each asking for variations of the same data. Requests from banks for this kind of data make for a bureaucratic chore and a source of frustration for every company with two or more banking relationships (see Exhibit 1). With a data utility, companies could take ownership of their data by maintaining it via one central portal; furthermore, changes to regulatory requirements affecting the types of data corporate clients must share and how banks must store and review it could be implemented just once (instead of each bank having to change its data-gathering processes every time).

EXHIBIT 1
How a data utility simplifies the handling of data from corporate client to bank

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without utility</th>
<th>With utility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Client data to each bank</td>
<td>Client transfers standardized data (format and amount) once to the utility, which then distributes data to banks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varying formats and amounts of data at different points in time</td>
<td>Corporate client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data utility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate client</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: PwC’s Strategy &
Such a utility would also be in a good position to maintain the highest standards of data collection and review, and would be able to implement regulatory changes in a single iteration for the benefit of all its user banks.

Other benefits of a data utility for banks include a lower likelihood of failing to comply with regulatory requirements and incurring fines, as well as more transparency. With the right data standard, having a single source would enhance the quality of the regulatory data held on companies.

We found that 80 percent of banks’ regulatory client data costs come from maintaining the data. Regulators typically ask to review different clients’ data at different times, and drawing on the data to check it often involves laborious manual work in different languages. As AML and KYC regulations increase, performing these checks will become even more onerous. For example, many banks do not have digital processes that support the identification of the ultimate beneficial owners of corporate clients or the verification of their identities from passport copies.
How a data utility would work

The utility could carry out a range of tasks to support client on-boarding and data review, such as collecting data and identifying corporations and related individuals; storing, maintaining, and managing that information securely in a central database; and organizing distribution and access management for user banks. As Exhibit 2 shows, large banks could save 50 percent of the costs involved in on-boarding a new client’s data, and as much as 65 percent of the costs of reviewing clients’ reference data records.

A new client of any of the user banks would initially give the data needed for regulatory purposes directly to the data utility, which would then distribute it to the bank. Once a second bank started doing business with that company, it would access the company’s data record directly from the utility, as would further banks working with the same client.

EXHIBIT 2
Where the cost savings lie in the data management process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>On-boarding of client</th>
<th>Data utility</th>
<th>Evaluation of data</th>
<th>Product process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 20% of data management costs</strong></td>
<td>Data and document gathering</td>
<td>Digitization and formatting</td>
<td>Done by the bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data validation/verification</td>
<td>Screening and (initial) scoring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>50% savings potential</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Review of client data</th>
<th>Data utility</th>
<th>Evaluation of data</th>
<th>Product process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently 80% of data management costs</strong></td>
<td>Review triggering</td>
<td>Data and document renewal</td>
<td>Digitization and formatting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data validation/verification</td>
<td>Screening and (initial) scoring</td>
<td>Done by the bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>65% savings potential</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: PwC’s Strategy&
Depending on the data standards set by each country, virtually every kind of static data (information not related to transactions carried out by the bank for the client), including data on company officers and beneficial owners, could all be drawn from a data utility or exchanged between collaborating banks. Using automated reconciliation of information supplied by the company against trusted data sources, the utility would establish itself as the most reliable source in the market.

We also believe that in the longer term, regional or national data utilities could establish networks across jurisdictions, increasing the potential for cost savings.
Making a shared data utility a reality — obstacles and recommendations

Drawing on our firsthand experience of designing and establishing a data utility for banks, we believe there are two significant hurdles to overcome: setting up the utility as a separate entity that all parties recognize as neutral, trustworthy, and stable, and finding a data standard on which all participants agree. Getting costs right is also important.

The first hurdle is understandably difficult. For banks, it means working with their biggest competitors and making certain they are not losing out by pooling data or paying more than their fair share.

We recommend that banks agree to work on setting up the data utility together, with a governance model focused on the acceptance of the utility by clients, banks, and regulators from the outset. We believe the best way of doing this is to establish a joint committee of representatives from the banks and the service providers used to set up the utility.

Depending on the law that applies in a particular country, if the data utility is set up as a new subsidiary of the banks, this could be a shareholder committee. In a different jurisdiction, it could be a committee that steers the service provider running the utility or a committee of bank representatives overseeing a joint service contract with a service provider. Whatever the appropriate legal framework in that country, the committee’s governance role must be to represent the common interests of all the banks and their corporate clients, and not the interests of particular banks.

“The committee’s governance role must be to represent the common interests of all the banks and their corporate clients, and not the interests of particular banks.”
As time-consuming as designing and establishing a data utility may end up being, a neutral
governing body with enough independence from the particular interests of any one bank in
the group is needed to design and, to a certain extent, operate the model successfully (for
example, to define and protect a data standard). This is especially true in the current fast-
moving environment of changing bank agendas and senior executives. For example, data on
common corporate clients could be shared through the data utility or even through direct data
transfers between cooperating banks. Both of these models would benefit from oversight by
this governing body, which would be set up beyond the remit of the banks.

The second hurdle is agreeing on a common data standard. At present, every bank has its
own way of collecting, recording, and reviewing corporate client information, using its own
interpretation of local regulations. Some banks also collect additional data from corporate
clients in line with their own internal risk and compliance policies.

It’s important to note that a governance standard for data is very important to clients.
Companies want to share only data that is genuinely required for regulatory compliance.
Creating a standard data set for the utility should not mean storing anything over and
above that.

We suggest three possible approaches to finding a data standard:

- Take the data model of a leading bank, seek alignment with regulators, and require all the
banks using the utility to follow it.

- Build a data model from the bottom up: Each bank brings its preferred model and negotiates
a collective standard with the others.

- Have regulators set the standard. A collective effort with regulators can save banks from
individually having to align their interpretation of the regulation with the regulator.

Other key success factors for establishing a data utility are:

- Start with banks in one national or regional jurisdiction to reduce the risk of dealing with
multiple sets of banking and data regulations.

- Design the utility with a focus on clients’ needs. A shared service will never succeed without
client acceptance.

- Involve a large group of user banks in the setup phase: Critical mass brings down cost, and is
even more essential from a client perspective.

- Talk to regulators early in the design process and throughout implementation to communicate
the benefits and receive their backing.

- Design the data utility to manage data from companies of all sizes, from SMEs to
multinationals. Banks have a large number of small corporate clients that are particularly cost
sensitive when it comes to management of their data. However, maintaining the data of large
multinationals is especially costly owing to its complexity.
Design the utility with a focus on clients’ needs. A shared service will never succeed without client acceptance.”

• Operate the utility on a “cost plus” principle — that is, limit its operating margin to a small fraction of its total costs. This will help ensure banks’ and corporate clients’ acceptance of the utility as a service provider and thus strengthen market adoption.

• Design open application programming interfaces for the data utility database or direct data transfers between cooperating banks to ensure seamless access to relevant data for multiple banks and their clients, and to make it easy for new banks to start using a cooperative solution.

• Finally, maintain a strict focus on standardization of the services offered to all banks and of the company data collected in order to benefit the business case. Costs will largely be determined by how well the utility is able to distribute the same data, always managed according to the same policy, of different banks.
Data utilities are on the rise worldwide

**Abu Dhabi:** In 2018, the emirate’s Financial Services Regulatory Authority ran a proof-of-concept project for a KYC data utility.

**France:** Société Générale in 2017 initiated a project — known as Cliqueum — that will allow companies to upload KYC documents. It so far reportedly involves Allianz, Commerzbank, Banque Postale, Bpifrance, Crédit Agricole, Euler Hermes, Natixis, UniCredit, and investment manager Tikehau Capital, and is set to go live in 2020.

**Germany:** A group of Germany’s biggest banks, working with Strategy&, PwC’s strategy consulting business, has developed a concept for a data utility. The concept has attracted the attention of banks and regulators in other countries including France, Switzerland, and Austria.

**Guernsey (Channel Islands):** PwC worked with authorities to set up a data utility for identifying and verifying corporate client data during the on-boarding process. The utility also carries out continual screening to meet KYC requirements for Guernsey’s financial institutions.

**Hong Kong:** A KYC data utility for Hong Kong is being developed by a private company after having been initiated by the Hong Kong Association of Banks in 2017.

**Nordic countries:** Six banks in the Nordic region announced in May 2019 that they are setting up a joint venture called Nordic KYC Utility to conduct customer KYC checks. They are: Danske Bank, Swedbank, Handelsbanken, Nordea, SEB, and DNB.

**Saudi Arabia:** The Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority has initiated the idea of a KYC utility, which differs from the approaches in other regions because it includes retail as well as corporate clients.

**Singapore:** A centralized, regulator-driven approach toward creating a KYC data utility was initiated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore in 2017.

**South Africa:** A utility that supplies KYC data on corporate clients to banks is already operating, set up by Refinitiv, formerly part of Thomson Reuters, and a group of local banks.

**United States:** A group of banks and investment firms created a utility called Clarient to manage the data of entities involved in brokerage transactions. It was acquired in 2017 by Thomson Reuters.
Act now

The need to save costs when it comes to collecting and maintaining data makes the creation of data utilities a compelling priority. Indeed, we already see evidence that some regulators have been called upon by banks to support data utility initiatives.

The banks involved will need to respect the highest principles of handling sensitive data, because trust is essential among corporate clients if the utility is to work well. In particular, banks should refrain from attempting to monetize required regulatory data.

Ultimately, each jurisdiction will come up with its own approach to how data utilities are established, taking into consideration effective governance, secure data standards, and other issues. But we see national utilities and their data standards as the start of a bigger move toward regionalization of data utilities and standards and, eventually, perhaps a global solution — although this will depend heavily on the extent to which regulators can make progress on making cross-border harmonization of rules and data standards a reality. One result would be a more holistic view of data, allowing regulators greater visibility in the fight against money laundering and other financial crimes. And that clearly will benefit everyone.
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